EDUCATION - TRANSFORMATION
At this time of Great Change on Planet Earth, supporting all projects optimizing human
potential, creativity and brilliance will assist with our transition of moving into a more viable
future. True value being restored to humanity assists with moving beyond destructive elements
of a degenerative and inharmonious history, into our higher destiny as “homo novus” the New
Human, preparing to be part of an enlightened Galactic society with equanimity for all eventually “homo luminous.”
Joseph Campbell, inspired mythologist of the last century who developed StarWars’ “hero’s
journey,” offers the revolutionary idea, “Follow Your Bliss... and the Universe will open doors
for you where there were only walls before.” According to quantum physics, the only “reality”
taking place is through our thought! Shift our thoughts, shift the entire Hologram!
The world without spirit is a wasteland. People have the notion of saving the world by
shifting things around, changing the rules, and who’s on top, and so forth. No, no! Any
world is a valid world if it’s alive. The thing to do is to bring Life to it, and the only way to
do that is to find in your own case where the Life is and become alive yourself.
Joseph Campbell (1984-1987)
The Hero’s Journey

As each of us steps into this New way of being, living from expression of the Heart, a New
society is born. Going beyond old dynamics of self-doubt such as, “I can’t do this because…”
into “I Am that I Am...” we restore our true design LOVE.
In our current state of affairs many or most live in a form of enslavement or servitude, rather
than true expression. We have been doing this for so long, we barely know how to grow
beyond it, and yet this cultural belief system has outlived its usefulness. There have been
Awakener’s throughout the ages who have attempted to get humanity to become self-aware,
and step into greater potential. Each of us is brilliant beyond measure, with creative potential to
express for the highest good of ALL humankind. As Henry David Thoreau said, “This World is
but a canvas to our imagination.”
[excerpts from 21st Century Superhuman, Quantum Lifestyle]

PROJECTS LIST (click to read)
• AWAKE AND ALIVE MEDIA
• EMPOWERING WOMEN AND CHILDREN
• 21ST CENTURY SUPERHUMAN

• HEARTMATH INSTITUTE
• HUMANITIES RESEARCH FOUNDATION
• EVOLVED UNIVERSITY
• EXPANDINGU MEDIA OPERATIONS
•GEM GLOBAL EMPOWERMENT FOR CHILDREN
• THE ONE HUB
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AWAKE AND ALIVE MEDIA “Uplifting Human Culture”
WEB, RADIO, TELEVISION, FILMS, FESTIVALS
IDEALS ENVISAGED
You should never hesitate to trade your cow for a handful of magic beans.
Tom Robbins

Purpose: Creative, regenerative education for adults and children re-awakens and vitalizes
action founded in self-worth and motivation for constructive living. This education through
multiple media sources gradually replaces hypnotic old paradigm television with constructive,
elevating inspiration toward accomplishing human potential.
CURRENT SITUATION FOR THIS CVAC
In very early phases of development. Website is up/ need funding to continue developing.
CORE ELEMENTS & GOALS

GLOBAL RESOURCES HUB ON THE WEB
Essential tool for our Now! Connect projects being done globally to pool ideas,
resources and success, so others may model what is working and implement
where they are...
Virtual Earth Village - http://www.VirtualEarthVillage.com (under construction)
“Now Creating Tomorrow’s Possibilities”
• Social Community
• Live Stream Data
• Latest Systems and Models of Operation
• Best Practices for Current New Technologies
• VEV TV: Reporting on emerging sustainable eco-communities and villages
• Setting New Algorithms of the Planetary Metric
• Publishing: Making Global Wisdom-Keepers’ work accessible (written, audio, video)

HOW TO GET THERE
NOTE: Google makes over $1 billion/month, Facebook more. Within one year of Virtual Earth
Village properly funded and developed, it will be dedicated to supporting major and ongoing
humanitarian projects and co-operative efforts, while also supplying and feeding information to
initiate and propel forward major societal change by donation.

Critical system for our Now in this newly emerging global culture!
SEED MONEY: $75,000 • PILOT: $2 Million GLOBAL: $10,000,000

TV & Film
Admin

Web Devel-Maintain
Professional Services

Publishing

Advertising-Promo

8%7%
35%
10%
11%
29%
MILESTONES / PROPOSED START AND FINISH TIME
Components to be immediately developed upon funding - with gratitude -

TV - RADIO
There are many amazing radio and television shows being produced about positive viable
change now occurring on Planet Earth!!! Many of these need Funding during these transitional
times as we learn and grow together how to create a New World! Awake and Alive Media
proposes to assist with producing television and radio shows reporting on and expressing
positive human and planetary change.

FILMS
There is an essential need for films that through story, documentation and mythos open the
minds of humanity to this next phase of evolution we are now entering. Joseph Campbell the
great mythologist who consulted on the “hero’s journey” for Star Wars said that we are hungry

for “planetary mythos.” Essential work for change-makers of these times! Many films can be
produced for adults and children based around the values of LOVE, Compassion and
Gratitude, rather than gratuitous violence, setting a tone for a viable future.
I've often said we're educated for a much earlier era, not for the immense complexity of who and
what we are in human history. And people are discovering that the need, the yearning, that I find
literally all over the world, to become what we can be -- and that's one of the main reasons why
we find myth rising all over the world, because myth gives us the kind of coding, in the story of
ourselves writ large, as the hero and heroine of a thousand faces. It gives us access to a much
larger story, and all of us are on the verge of becoming citizens in a Universe larger than our
aspiration and much more complex than all our dreams.
Jean Houston, Interview by Jeffrey Mishlove Ph.D.
Possible Human, Possible World Part I

DOCUMENTARIES
Documentary crews can be hired locally to produce informative films on what
humanitarian and planetary issues are in particular locations.
What If We Change - Documentary on Ecosystem Restoration
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7ffAzRGqnw#t=11
A> 21st Century Superhuman, Quantum Lifestyle (based on the book)
[ 4 parts - the 4 sub-books of 500 page book ]
Called "One of the most important books on the Planet" and "Guide for these times!" 4
parts:
1.

Shift of the Ages - the greatest evolutionary leap in human history

2.

Mind

3.

Spirit

4.

Body

Examples of genre, quality and sites:
Foster Gamble - http://www.thrivemovement.com/
Thrive Trailer http://youtu.be/OibqdwHyZxk
Nassim Haramein http://resonance.is/ Trailer: The Connected Universe

http://resonance.is/explore/quantum-gravity-and-the-holographic-mass-trailer-and-press-release/
Deiter Broers' Solar Revolution http://www.solar-revolution-movie.com/
Trailer-excerpts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klSQzBgFRoY

B> Decoding the Matrix
How do we untangle ourselves from the "web of the matrix" and begin living as the selfactualized, creative, brilliant, happy, successful beings we were designed to be?
Course material from http://www.evolvedministry.com
C> DOCUMENTARIES
Global change will be facilitated by documentaries being made on humanitarian and
planetary crisis situations and on projects that are being carried forward, offering vital
reporting on constructive change
FEATURE FILMS
Dreamspell Trilogy (films, apps, games) with global impact of “Star Wars,” setting a
non-violent tone for implementing a viable future.
Screenplay quarterfinalist in Big Aussie Screenwriting Contest.
Dreamspell: the awakening
Dreamspell: the travelers
Dreamspell: the journey home

FESTIVALS
Music, art, dance, eco-intelligence, for young and all ages who are waking up to their
creativity and passion for Life!
“There is no planet B. The time is now to awaken the water within!” Nahko and Medicine for
the People
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsgP8LkEopM#t=215

Polish Ambassador: Green Eco-Festivals
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/267701/
“At Lake Tahoe. Contemplating the first week of the Permaculture Action Tour. All shows sold
out. Tonight in Tahoe included. 1000s of people have come to our community action days. If
there was ever any question, it's now 100% clear you guys a saying YES to this motion to
activate communities through music.But I still find myself inquiring what else can we do? How
do we get this to be even bigger so we have 1000s or 10,000s of people coming to the action
days? Who are our allies? Musically? Organizationally? Can we begin to carve out a niche in
the music industry that focuses on just this? Physical long lasting positive impact directly
connected to music touring? I'm all ears. Let's dream the big dream.”
COLLABORATIONS
There is much opportunity to cross-pollinate among other projects in this GLC Proposal working with other radio / tv networks such as ExpandingU, developing documentaries and
setting up web cohesion for online digital course material and media sales, being the hub that
communicates to the world in effective ways what these projects are doing so those living in
more mainstream culture can be exposed and learn.
FINANCIALS
SEED: $750,000
PROJECT: $80,000,000
GLOBAL: $800,000,000
CONTACT: Cary Ellis (see GLC-Bios)
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21st CENTURY SUPERHUMAN emerging into “Homo Novus” the new human
CURRENT SITUATION FOR THIS CVAC
Book released in Dec. 2013, reedited until Aug. 2014. Just in phase of teaching well-received
workshops and getting it out into the world. Many more tasks to fulfill to make it into audio
book, get website finished, video course material, etc.
IDEALS ENVISAGED
• FUND- 21st Century Superhuman Re-education Program offers hands-on training and
curriculum, to be made available in all languages, supporting individuals in understanding the
dynamics of planetary and evolutionary change now upon us (encompassed by current
scientific documentation). Interesting, entertaining and scientifically sound, this educational
platform supports the current momentous planetary shift, to make assimilation of this
awareness easily available to everyone planet-wide, optimizing the process for individuals,
families and communities.
This body of work facilitates critical re-education of the masses now necessary to start moving
more meaningfully from old forms of “slavery or servitude consciousness” into that of
stewardship and service to the whole; thereby, establishing a new relationship to “true wealth
and human value.”

This program will also provide qualified public speakers that are adept at using public radio,
television and digital media outlets to assist with reaching the critical mass population reeducation needed to explain the purpose of reparations, as well as, to provide support while
navigating this new abundance paradigm and the open opportunity to “Be - the Being I Am.”
Such media and education is designed to provide opportunity without prejudice to any CVAC in
their BE'ing and DO'ing what they BE, supporting the CVAC when and in the manner the
CVAC chooses by their free will to embrace emerging new ideas of equitability for ALL.
Make this essential Guidebook for our times available worldwide in many languages in
paperback, ebook, audio, video, workshops, trainings - to support people with tools to
evolve and grow with the amazing evolutionary influences we are now exposed to, and
leave behind old destructive ways of thinking and living.
CORE ELEMENTS & GOALS
This is an Eye-opening Guide to how Quantum physics, Ancient wisdom and Cosmic
conjunctions are shifting us beyond where we've ever been, for potentially the greatest
evolutionary leap in human history. These thought and lifestyle tools are a guide to navigate
these times.
HOW TO GET THERE
CURRICULUM:
• We are now in Cosmic influences passed through only once every 26,000 years.
• Light photons and Gamma rays are stimulating the pineal gland to produce more DMT.
• Quantum physics teaches us our thoughts create our “reality.”
• These things are potentially stimulating our neurobiology to a rare Evolutionary Leap
Ancient prophecies have called the “Shift of that Ages.”
• Learn how to live in a such a way to easily navigate these changes.
• Learn self-mastery to bring what you desire into being.
• Cleanse and detox for health of body and mind.
• How to use natural foods and lifestyle habits for vitality, long life and well-being.
VALUE BEING RETURNED TO THE PEOPLE

21st Century Superhuman - Quantum Lifestyle is an important Guide to tools, insights, and
empowerment for this journey, as we discover this Shift of the Ages is a fearless New
perception transforming our “reality” NOW. Discover how Quantum physics applies to everyday
Life as a bridge, transporting us beyond being trapped in old thought, that once understood is
an astounding game changer. Join us for this unforgettable adventure - you’ll be glad you did!
COLLABORATIONS / GAPS
This book parallels the wave of awareness now transiting our Earth Community in current bestsellers such as Gregg Braden’s “Divine Matrix,” Bruce Lipton and Steve Bhaerman’s
“Spontaneous Evolution,” Michael Tellinger’s “Slave Species of God,” Nassim Haramein’s
Resonance Project, Graham Hancock’s “Fingerprints of the Gods,” Foster Gamble’s “Thrive”
and David Wilcock’s “Synchronicity Key.”
MILESTONES / PROPOSED START AND FINISH TIME
Working on currently - done in 2-3 months
Milestone 1: audio book done and for sale
Milestone 2: website rebuilt
Milestone 3: digital content and product links available online
Milestone 4: documentary produced
Milestone 5: booking workshops

FINANCIALS
Seed funding: $250,000
Pilot Project $1,175,000
Duplicate globally $7,500,000
CONTACT: Cary Ellis (see GLC-Bios)
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CURRENT SITUATION FOR THIS CVAC
HEARTMATH INSTITUTE - HEART COHERENCE foundational to New Human Societies - operating and
serving around the world. We request funding to see
this program become an everyday part of school and
household.
IDEALS ENVISAGED
Primary and essential to establishing a “New Paradigm”
society, is educating children and adults both, in this “new science.” When we are in “heart
coherence” (LOVE, Compassion, Gratitude) we most powerfully activate well being in
ourselves and the Earth! Understanding and integrating the value of Heart Coherence is a
vital Key to help improve global issues and culture.
• FUND- HeartMathInstitute: Offers the science of how to naturally activate highest levels of
human thought, soul intelligence and enlightened action while integrating all-encompassing
planetary well-being. This holds the potential to operate global programs easily and
seamlessly, by operating in our highest states of heart coherence. HeartMath offers tools to
naturally integrate higher states of LOVE, Compassion and Gratitude, for cohesive reduction of
stress and activation of higher potentials. This is an essential tool for accessing our greatest
capacities that are critical to moving forward, into a peaceful harmonious civilization.
HeartMath has developed scientific biofeedback technology, sound resonance, brain
entrainment and music that allows an individual to both measure the State of Being known as
Heart Coherence and to consistently access it. This technology has been well proven to
transform one, back into a natural state of well-being. Full consciousness, with ability to better
integrate higher minded concepts into fuller comprehension, also affects every aspect of ones
being and doing.
Businesses have been using HeartMath’s systems to lower insurance rates, as users of this
technology demonstrate overall better health profiles. As we reconstruct the human system to
benefit and coherently exist from living at highest levels of human experience as an everyday

set-point, we will integrate into our societies the kind of thinking that considers the good of
others, benevolence, kindness and caring, naturally, and above all else, activating a viable
global culture based around personal well-being. HearMath offers the capability of measuring
the coherence of leaders, projects and system designs, as well.
CORE ELEMENTS & GOALS
It has been established by HeartMath®’s progressive research, that when we are in Heart
Coherence: LOVE, Compassion, Gratitude, non-judgement, Unity or Oneness, we restructure
and activate more DNA codons, and those of others around us. This is the resonance that
increases our well-being and vitality, and activates our 97% sleeping (“junk”) DNA.
Turning on our 97% dormant DNA: We activate our DNA by integrating Heart Coherence
as our “normal state,” and being fully present in Heart Coherence at all times. This is True
Science of Higher Living, where LOVE, Compassion and Gratitude are our three most powerful
states! This means integrating new perceptions when we see “bad” things going on in the
World. As we shift our resonance to LOVE and inspire others to do the same all residual of
darkness fades. As we enter the future in Pure LOVE, we will no longer have memory of these
things. This is the path to Genius, Creativity, Productivity, and is the most powerful tool to
change the Structure of our “Reality.”
One man tells his amazing story of being infected with one of the most virulent forms of HIV
as a hospital medical lab tech. He took the recommended medications, became extremely
emaciated, and did not feel there was any reason to go on living. He was led to an ayahuasca
shamanistic ceremony at a church in the Netherlands, which activated his DMT, taking him on
an amazing inward “journey.” He saw his DNA as curled and disconnected segments; in his
“journey” he was directed to straighten out and reconnect it, which he did. From that day
forward he began to get well, and lives to tell about it nine years later.
HOW TO GET THERE
Examples are demonstrated in new children born with more codons turned on in their DNA,
resulting in 30% higher intelligence, telepathic skills and greater self-actualization at a young
age. Adults shifting to non-judgement, Unity and LOVE are having their DNA restructure.
Then they found another kid with these codons turned on...then 10,000, then 100,000, then a
million...UCLA, by watching world-wide DNA testing, estimates that 1% of the world has this

new DNA. That breaks down to approximately 60 million people who are not human by the old
criteria.
Drunvalo Melchizedek
Ancient Secret of the Flower of Life Vol. 1

An exciting discovery by HeartMath® Institute also reveals we are intimately connected
with the Earth; sensors show that Earth responds to our feelings.
The compiled data indicated that our planet is going through a great transformation. Many
scientists realized that the changes not only affect our weather and climate, but they also affect
the lithosphere... the hydrosphere... the atmosphere and the magnetosphere...
...it is possible that we are seeing an effect of human consciousness acting on global
weather?...Does the data correspond with uniting the emotions of many, allowing for more
global peace and harmony?...So far we have taken an exploratory look at the possibility of
global events being the catalyst for the kind of Coherence that we think of as a global
consciousness...
We are creating a collective planetary consciousness. This is hopeful; for a planet of 7 billion
people, we all contribute equally. It doesn’t matter how much money you make, what your
station in Life is...what we’re radiating into the global field environment counts the same.
Rollin McCraty
HeartMath Institute

[Excerpt from 21st Century Superhuman, Quantum Lifestyle]
HEARTMATH offers a small biofeedback unit for phone or computer that when used 20
minutes per day for 3 weeks teaches a person how to stay in Heart Coherence. They also
produce music that supports Heart Coherent states. They put on trainings for individuals and
companies to support Heart Coherent environments.
FINANCIALS
SEED MONEY TO DEVELOP PROGRAM: $250,000
YEARLY SUSTAINABILITY BUDGET: $3 million
BUDGET: $10 million CONTACT: Cary Ellis (see GLC-Bios)
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IDEALS ENVISAGED
HUMANITIES RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Understanding the immutable Universal Laws and how they
apply to raising human consciousness. (Practicum for teachers
and students).
CORE ELEMENTS & GOALS
• Consciousness seeks its highest level through human expression.
• As we access these aspects of self we assist the Planet and bring forth our greater
potential.
• Rightly understood energy work connects us with the Earth and our healing potential.
• Progressive and ancient energy systems including meditation, bring us into balance that is
foundational to well-being.
• Children are now being born with advanced DNA (according to UCLA studies). It is our
desire to nurture these children, who will carry us into the future.
• Developing multi-dimensional learning environments
incorporating gardens, artistic activities and extra
sensory awareness offers unique cross lateral
learning.

Theodora Mulder, PhD,
Women’d and Children’s Wellness
Contributor to 21st Century Superhuman,
Quantum Lifestyle
Founder, Humanities Research Foundation
Global Leadership for Change

• Video courses and training from model programs to
be made available to all school programs globally.
Go into the mountains and cry for your vision.
Sunbear, Native American Medicine Man

Peace starts within each of us.
When we have inner peace we can be at peace with those around us.
His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama

COLLABORATIONS & GAPS
There is much overlap between this and other projects in this proposal by GLC, ranging from
development of gardens to creating web, tv and radio content, documentaries and digital
learning tools.

FINANCIALS
SEED MONEY TO DEVELOP PROGRAM: $250,000
PROJECT COMPLETION: $3 million
BUDGET: $10 million - GLOBAL ONLINE EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
HOW TO GET THERE

Obtain / Develop Model Learning Center
Website, Videos, Online Teaching
Retreats and Services

8%7%
10%
11%
29%
CONTACT: Dr. Theodora Mulder (see GLC-Bios)

Staff and Instructors
Advertising-Marketing
Admin and Professional Services

35%
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Evolved University http://www.evolvedministry.com
IDEALS ENVISAGED
ACCESSING HUMAN POTENTIAL: SCHOOL OF SELFMASTERY
• Opening avenues of mind for human excellence
• Students trained to succeed at their dreams
• Archetypes of Universal Knowledge
• Connecting with authentic self
• Energy Mastery & Connecting with the Oneness around
us
• Ancient and Quantum techniques to change reality for
higher purpose
• Reaching our potential
• Energy Healing and Activation
CORE ELEMENTS & GOALS
Self Mastery is the return of logic, temperance, balance, and patience in a time of blatant willful
ignorance. It is the reconnecting of the soul into Unconditional LOVE, nature, harmony, and
peace when all institutional systems are geared towards war, control, hatred, and discord. SelfMastery is the mastery of the mind and soul towards Celestine-like standards during a time
defined by third dimensional carnal addictions, rampant self service, and emotional domination
through actions of violence and degradation. Self-Mastery is the
rediscovery of the alchemical properties of the gold enriched soul, and
the God given right of creation which is extended to every man, woman,
and child through the eternal gift of “free-will.”
VALUE BEING RETURNED TO THE PEOPLE
Self Mastery is about the recognition of ALL LIVING AND NON-LIVING
BEINGS as beautiful, sentient, and equal in every respect within the space of this Universe in
which we all share. Our current world has been at such a state where competition runs through

our veins and greed has become our main tenet of survival. This is the very thing that must
change. If we are constantly looking to simply empower ourselves with energy so that we can
simply dominate things with greater ease, then we only contribute to the further devolution of
our environment.
“The meaning of life is evolution, and since the world is made of one consciousness and is
literally composed of the same matter, then the idea of separation is an illusion…therefore,
useless within a unified field of resonant harmony.”
Michael Grubb, Founder, Head Instructor
Evolved Ministry, Evolved University
Global Leadership for Change

CURRENT SITUATION FOR THIS CVAC, STRENGTH, THREATS
EVOLVED UNIVERSITY: Empowering People to Full Access of their True Potential!
We currently have the basis for our online school operational. It is in need of further
development and major tech support. A film with us in it is about to be launched, American
Jedi. We are expecting huge hits to our site and would like to be prepared. Funding at this
juncture is of the essence and would be much appreciated.
Aside from the confusion in people’s minds about our true abilities that have been buried by
society for thousands of years, there are also practitioners and instructors outside of our
organization who have gotten off track, some of whom we’ve had to deal with and suggest that
they take a sabbatical until they are more clear. When individuals begin to step into who they
truly are it can be confusing. For this reason we have stringent standards in our lessons that
require follow-through, completing quizzes and tests, and consistent monitoring of forums to
support students in their waking up process.
MILESTONES/ PROPOSED START AND FINISH TIME
Milestone 1 - increase hosting servers and further establish website
Milestone 2 - Obtain a building in a country setting to house the school and instructors
Milestone 3 - Self-sustaining operation
FINANCIALS

SEED MONEY TO LAUNCH UNIVERSITY: $375,000
INITIAL BUDGET - RESIDENTIAL CAMPUS, INSTRUCTORS: $22 million
GLOBAL EXPANSION - INCLUDING SCHOOLS FOR ALL AGES: $250 million
CONTACT: Ken Chorley (see GLC-Bios)
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ExpandingU Radio: Media Operations

Organization
Name:
Radio Show
Link:

ExpandingU/ExpandingU Radio

Website Link:

https://www.facebook.com/ExpandingUandWE & https://
www.facebook.com/groups/238896946270000/

Contact Email:

indiamerkerson@gmail.com (India Merkerson)

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/expandinguradio

Contact Skype: Live:indiamerkerson
Contact
Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/merkerson1; https://www.facebook.com/
profile.php?id=1215459052&fref=ts

Date of
submission:

November 10, 2014

Media Format Description:
ExpandingU Radio is an online BlogTalk Radio Network running Conscious Programming
related to the shifting paradigm: Conscious Living/Permaculture/EcoVillages, Conscious
Parenting, Dimensional Shifting, Alternative People’s News, Conscious Music, Reconciling the
Divine Masculine & Feminine Energies, Science/Technology, Self Help, Spirituality, Research,
Geopolitical Events, Health, Healing and Ancient Wellness Modalities, etc.

We began in January of this year, 2014 and are growing and proudly have programming
simulcast on UK Health Radio and The People’s Internet Radio with a listenership of
roughly 60,000 globally thus far and we are continuing to grow.
To date, we have approx. 60,000+ listeners to include fb followers, current listeners to show on
BTR, fb groups, other network partnerships, etc.
We host 7 day/weekly shows on a variety of topics.
Our media format is a collection of hosts and bloggers, please meet our presenters,
healing artists and innovators :
BIOS:
India Merkerson (India Irie Sanatana Dharma), Creator/Founder ExpandingU, Chat Show
Host
India Irie Sanatana Dharma -- a holistic life coach, Minister of Spirituality and personal
advisor. As an empath, she has the ability to connect heart space to heart space to provide
support and counsel to assist in making sense of life and its lessons.
Often times, we find ourselves reliving vexing cycles that are based in past traumas and
unexpressed emotion which presents as us living a perpetuating pattern no matter how much
discomfort, pain, angst or stress these patterns cause. India works with the individual to peel
back the layers of these unpleasant reflexive responses to allow resolution and release which
is the beginning of creating a new SELF Paradigm.
With a firm grasp on the nuances of how our outer experiences reflect our inner balance or
lack thereof, India works to help create new, more healthy self-dialogue and to provide and
demonstrate symbiotic tools with which to heal our journey here of our past karmic debts and
move forward into the experience of a life we WISH to be living--but never could work out how.
If you are interested in sorting the past and redesigning what your NOW looks like, please
reach India at the contact points below:
indiamerkerson@gmail.com skype: LIVE:INDIAMERKERSON ph: (lv msg) +11 386 215 9502
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/merkerson1?

Sherri Fischer, ELEMENTal Evolution
The Shift just got Real!! I know this because I have been on this journey myself and I feel all of
it. Shifting requires adapting, acclimating, releasing and maneuvering. One thing I have found
is that there is not one answer--there are many. I have been collecting tools as I have
attempted to find the answers that are within me, the planet and the Universe. The Ancients
knew all about this thing we call evolution...and I wanted to as well, elementally! My life started
with vision and that was considered to be a gift. In living this, I had so many questions as to
whether it was a really a gift or a some sort of curse. It seemed like there was so much
sadness and anger around me and eventually inside of me. I had tried it all, constantly
searching to heal myself and change the patterns that had been handed down from generation
to generation. Each seemed to be a piece but did not take me where I knew I could be, so I
searched further--making it my personal intention to be waking up happy and going to bed the
same way. Along the way I received insight into many different modalities, using the Elements
that have been around since our planet's beginning. Learning to use oils, herbs and natural
foods to heal the body while remapping the mind and connecting to the spirit was very vital in
my estimation. I see this as The trilogy.. Mind .. Body.. and Soul. See more about my lifestyle
and healing brand called ELEMENTal Evolution at the link below: www.facebook.com/
sherri.fischer1, www.facebook.com/groups/457952077620840/
Cellular Somatic Healing, Life Coaching and Health Nutrition are all aspects of the services I
provide. I practice with a deep understanding of Quantum Language and how it relates to the
physical body as well as the mind and spirit. I have been practicing 'magic', sacred geometry,
subtle energy mastery and Astral projection since the age of 10 . I have a background in
Behavioral Science and Criminal Justice with an emphasis on International Law. I am also a
certified Cellular Somatic life coach. If you are on the path to finding your innermost BEST
SELF, please feel free to contact me on social media on facebook so we can sculpt a healing
and release regimen tailored to whichever life issues you wish to resolve and integrate I would
be honored to hear from you. Fees discussed upon initial free 30 minute consultation and
introductory session. Thank you for allowing me to walk this journey alongside you!
ELEMENTal Evolution is also a weekly radio series broadcast each Sunday evening at 8pm
EST on ExpandingU radio....JOIN US! www.blogtalkradio.com/expandinguradio

Kami Bowman, Bridge to Paradise
Cary Kira*Star Ellis, Bridge to Paradise
Cary Ellis is the Author of recently published 21st Century Superhuman, Quantum Lifestyle – a
book all about how Cosmic influences, Ancient texts and Quantum Physics are moving us
toward one of the most powerful Evolutionary Leaps in human history!
Cary has introduced transformation into mainstream culture for decades through the human
potentials movement, assisting thousands in breakthrough workshops: putting Tony Robbins
on stage with Firewalking and Fear into Power in the 1980s; miraculous healing of her own
broken arm in a matter of 6 hours when doctors wanted to do surgery and put in 2 pins;
entering transcendental states while swimming with wild dolphins; age reversal and
rejuvenation with wheatgrass, living foods and more.
Maite Jainko, Good Company

Dr. Darko Velcek, Owners’ Manual for the Human Body
Darko finished veterinary school at the University of Zagreb, Croatia. After briefly practicing in
New York city he became involved with his brother Dr. Damir Velcek in researching impotency
in men. Researching this genre of study took him into the spheres of cellular medicine. By
incorporating the knowledge of sacred geometry and quantum mechanics Darko began to
understand biology, chemistry and the physics of life in completely expandedly different ways.
He found himself recognizing, once again, the perfection of creation and its ability to adapt and
heal itself which led Darko to abandon the dogmas of modern science. Currently he is
dedicated to guide others in awakening and healing themselves because our ability to self-heal
is greater than we have ever been led to believe in contemporary 'science'.
It is possible to contact him through his blogsite: www.darkovelcek.wordpress.com or directly
via e-mail at: darko.vlck@gmail.com. He serves tirelessly as a member of E-Clinic where he
consults people Worldwide using Skype.
In his words “you are as healthy as your cells, help your cells to heal and you will be healthy.”
Clive de Carle, Owners’ Manual for the Human Body

CLIVE DE CARLE is an internationally acclaimed mental and physical performance specialist.
He is one of the world's foremost experts in optimum health and mental performance. For over
20 years he has dedicated himself to the pursuit of mental and physical high performance
optimization, providing cutting edge dietary consultancy and enabling thousands of clients to
reverse the signs of illness and regain optimum health. Clive has travelled the world studying
the diets and lifestyles of the world's longest lived peoples and investigating the very best
sources of nutrient rich foods and supplements. Through this Clive has developed a range of
high-grade health products which he makes available through his website
www.ancientpurity.com. Clive's passion for achieving peak health through natural means was
triggered initially by a major health crisis in 1986. A healthy man of 32,Clive was prescribed a
course of anti-biotics by his doctor for a skin condition, which left him hospitalized with Type 1
diabetes and advanced rhumatoid arthritis with no hope of a cure. With the doctors unable to
help, Clive to seek out the advice of nutritional health guru Patrick Holford who explained to
him that he was suffering from a nutritional deficiency, not a shortage of drugs and surgery as
the doctors had suggested. By following Holford's nutritional advice, within one year Clive
found he had completely reversed the arthritis. Clive took a second hit to his health in 2003
when a traumatic divorce left him at an all- time low, su!ering from depression, mental
exhaustion, emotional trauma, loosing focus, vision and drive. However, once again, Clive
decided to take his health into his own hands and with the help of self-hypnosis and intelligent
mind management he was able to reestablish his focus and his emotional health. Clive
decided to focus on health as he realized that without your health you have nothing. Backed by
on of the UK's leading hedge fund naagers, Clive founded Ancient Purity, making available the
very best sources of nutrients available on the planet. Through Clive's work, thousands of
people who conventional medicine were told were incurable have now recovered their health
using natural means, including those suffering from advanced terminal diseases. In Clive's own
words, 'In essence, I study wellness while doctors study illness, drugs, radiation and surgery.
Doctors do not study health and usually only spend half a day on the vital subject of nutrition.
The benefits from vibrant good health are well-known to us all but few realize what the basic
rules are and just how simple they are to follow'.

Dr. Jeremy Ayres, Owners’ Manual for the Human Body
Dr. Jeremy Ayres has combined his 25 years of experience and research in Classical
Osteopathy, Chiropractics, Naturopathy / Nature Cure and other natural modalities to create a
complete healing philosophy that he has called Naturopractics. This also includes a unique

counseling approach, which has helped him develop highly effective natural health treatments
& programs for both acute, chronic and mental/emotional conditions, pain and permanent
weight loss (or gain). This knowledge and experience has truly helped change 1000's of
people's lives for the better. Jeremy's motto: ''We are not sick. We are tox-sick.'' Jeremy's
classical osteopathic and chiropractic techniques are particularly effective in quickly helping
the body to realign and then become free from pain, as well as promoting optimum nerve and
blood flow to cells, tissues and organs. This creates a optimum environment to help the body
heal. He has helped many people world-wide in the Natural Laws of Health and to follow the
Naturally Better Health Lifestyle to regain vibrant health, to become pain free or significantly
improved, to restore their bodies to their ideal weight. Jeremy's success rate is over 95%. Even
your animals and pets can benefit. His refreshingly candid and humorous approach have
helped clients feel quickly at ease, relaxed and many cliets soon become friends as we
together get to the work of of becoming Naturally Better.
Jeremy's websites are: www.themiraclesupplement.com & www.naturopractics.com
**Any Business Plans or Presentations you might have –See Below
We are launching a series of Compatible WEBINARS that will spiral into follow up shows of
their own:
•

Trauma Incident Reduction Training

•

Rawfoods & the Alchemy of Food

•

Subtle Energy Skills Mastery/Lucid Dreaming

•

Meditative Techniques & Practices Worldwide (yoga)

•

Open Forum Q&A w/hosts

•

Integrating the Divine Energies of the Sacred Masculine & Feminine

•

The Tantric Arts

•

Confidence & Teambuilding

•

Naturopathy/Ancient Cures

•

Galactic History/Sovereignty

•

Conscious Parenting

•

Conscious Farming

•

Conscious RE-Education

•

New Paradigm Finance/Business

-Media Operations Budget See Attachment: MediaBudget.pdf

FINANCIALS
SEED: $300,000
PROJECT: $3,541,200
GLOBAL: $10,734,200
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IDEALS ENVISAGED
Vision
Who We Are
Empowering youth to activate their highest potential and become leaders in the movement
towards a peaceful, flourishing Earth for the next 7 generations and beyond.
Mission

Unifying youth-led peace movements through an innovative Social Media Platform. The GEM
Community Model is designed to support young people by providing the inspiration,
mentorship and resources they require to put their creative brilliance into action.
CORE ELEMENTS & GOALS
What is GEM?
GEM encompasses Circle of Children’s core values of community building, youth
empowerment, selfless service, unconditional giving, and action-based solutions for creating
global transformation. This movement calls forth everyone’s participation for the collaborative
fusion of the unique gifts and limitless potential that resides within each and every one of us.
GEM will be unifying youth across the globe through community outreach initiatives,
partnerships with existing youth-led movements, and the creation of a virtual Social Media
Platform that will bridge it all together.
The Social Media Platform we are designing will serve as a virtual hub for unifying the global
community. We are inviting world changing individuals, community mentors, non-profit
organizations and eco-conscious companies to join GEM! All who join the network will be
invited to support our youth by offering resources, information, mentorship, volunteer
opportunities and any other gifts they find it within their hearts to provide. This ensures that
young people who join the network will receive an abundance of opportunities and resources
to support them in the creation of their local and global Peace Projects.
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GEM on the Ground will launch community outreach initiatives that unify youth and inspire
them to become leaders of change in their local community. We will be forming Local Youth
Circles and Regional Youth Councils that will be responsible for launching Peace Projects and
stewarding the movement in their area.
CURRENT SITUATION FOR THIS CVAC
Headquarters at Triangle Lake
In 2012, Circle of Children was donated a multi-million dollar Conference & Retreat Center
nestled in the coastal mountains ranges of Triangle Lake, Oregon. The center features a
commercial-sized kitchen, dining hall, activity barn, lodges, cabins, residential houses and
lakefront access. This conference center will be the Headquarters of GEM, and will be
cooperatively owned and run by GEM's founding partner organizations and the International
Youth Council.
PROPOSED START AND FINISH TIME
GEM will be opening the Triangle Lake Center to be utilized by many organizations annually,
all on a pay-it-forward donation model. This center will become a global hub to showcase
thriving models for organic living and learning. We will be offering opportunities for
organizations that
are influential in the spheres of ecological stewardship, sustainable design, renewable energy,
holistic health, alternative education, creative arts, community building, peacemaking and
youth empowerment to host their upcoming convergences, retreats, and events.
Satellite Image of the Triangle Lake Conference Center with Heart-Shaped Rainforest
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Commercial-sized Kitchen Facility

8 Bedroom Hotel (The entire Conference Center was built to accommodate 144 people)

3
2 acres of established organic permaculture gardens and food forest at our Triangle
Lake Center
COLLABORATIONS
Founding Partners
We welcome partnership with organizations that align with our values and we invite them to
join us in the creation of GEM. Founding partners will be incorporating their creative ideas into
GEM’s original framework, and they will be offered shared ownership of the Triangle Lake
Conference Center. Our organization is particularly interested in teaming up with existing
Youth-led Movements to converge our networks and amplify our missions.
Unifying our individual networks into one Global Community Network does not take away from
the unique expression of each individual organization. This is a collaborative endeavor that
honors the role we each contribute. All founding partners will be featured on the main page of
GEM, as the stars that shine brightly against the backdrop.
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HOW TO GET THERE
Organizational Structure
Social Media Platform
GEM’s Social Media Platform is designed to be a community gathering hub that promotes
action-based solutions for world peace. It is a technological tool that will be used to assist
youth groups to unify the world's resources for the creation of a Global Peace Movement.
The brilliance of this Social Media Platform is that every member that joins the network offers
to give a gift to our youth, to support them in the creation of their Peace Projects. For
example, a backyard gardener could offer organic vegetables, a musician could offer to
perform a benefit concert, an organization could offer an internship opportunity, and an organic
food company could offer a product donation. These gift offerings will be posted in the
Resource Hub, a feature on the website. Youth can search the hub to find gifts that fulfill their
specific project needs, or they can post requests.
Everyone who joins GEM is there to support the youth, but we want to encourage youth to give
as well. When youth join the network, they will commit themselves to performing a random act
of kindness and sharing the story with the GEM community.

Once members have created a profile, they will be able to join the movement by launching a
Peace Project, joining an existing Peace Project, creating or joining a Local Youth Circle,
organizing an event at GEM’s Headquarters, or by playing our online version of Play it Forward
and much more!
Web Features
➢ MemberDirectory ➢ ProjectDirectory
➢ GEMEventListings
➢ InteractiveGlobalMaps
➢ MemberProfiles ➢ ProjectBlogs
➢ InspirationalNewsfeeds
➢ ProjectSupportForum
➢ ResourceHub
➢ PlayItForward:AnInteractiveGEMGame
5
MILESTONES
The GEM mandala is currently being crafted and is not yet ready to be presented.
1
Pictured here are the 13 Rays and their respective place on the wheel:
An example of a potential web layout for one of the 13 Rays, in this case, Earth
Stewardship:
1 The 13 Rays were inspired Barbara Marx Hubbard’s Wheel of Co-creation, but have been
modified to be in alignment with the values and structure of our organization.
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International Youth Council
GEM Community
At the heart of this movement is the International Youth Council. This council will consist of 13
young visionaries from around the world who are already achieving global recognition for their
dedicated effort to restore balance on our planet. These extraordinary youth (ages 13-21) will
be invited to serve on the council for a period of 3 years, during which time they will steward
one of the 13 rays of human creation that are expressed on the mandala.
Each council member will invite two highly notable figures to mentor them throughout their 3
year journey. One mentor will serve as moral support or spiritual adviser, and the other will be
someone whom they admire for mastering an aspect of the ray they have been chosen to
represent.
Regional Youth Councils
Regional Councils will mirror the International Youth Council, only their focus will be directed
on stewarding their particular region. They will consist of 13 young people (ages 13-21) that
have made a notable impact in their region, one to represent each ray of human creation.
Regional Councils will be responsible for guiding and mentoring youth, inspiring and sparking
new Youth Circles, and inventing creative ideas to connect the Youth Circles in their region.
Most importantly, Regional Councils will be responsible for growing the GEM Network in their
area by reaching out to local schools, groups, organizations, eco-conscious companies and
individuals that are doing the good work. As they build up this local GEM community, they will
be integrating it into the online network, to ensure that the resources, sponsors, partners and
participants in their region are available to all. This model has the capacity to harness the
resources of the world, because we are compiling our regional resources into a one global
network.
Local Youth Circles
We are inviting youth across the globe to take a stand for the earth through collaborative
creation! Young people will be forming Local Youth Circles and initiating Peace Projects in their
area. They will be responsible for inspiring their community to join hands, hearts and resources
in support of their cause.
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Youth Circles will be supported by their local GEM community, thus making their work more
effective. By utilizing GEM’s social media platform, they will be able to build their team, access
resources, gain awareness for their cause, and receive guidance from peers and mentors they
admire.
CURRENT SITUATION, STRENGTH, THREATS
Grounding GEM
The founders of GEM are getting ready to plant the first seed! We imagine GEM communities
across the planet, but it starts with one. We will be selecting one urban center to launch this
community design. We will be sure to keep this Seed Project well documented for the purpose
of promoting awareness for GEM and creating a comprehensive guide for those who would
like to implement this model in their region.
Peace Projects
GEM Peace Projects
Our mission is to empower youth to create change, and Peace Projects is the avenue in which
we collectively achieve this goal. We are encouraging youth to step out into their local
community and take action through the creation of individual and collective Peace Projects.
Through GEM’s Social Media Platform, youth members will have access to all of the support
they need to make their creative projects fly. They will be able to raise awareness for projects,
share inspirational success stories, blog about their progress, ask questions, receive guidance,
gather resources, acquire funding - all in one place at one time.
As youth step out into the world with the intention to give of themselves, they will discover they
have an entire Global Community Network of inspiring peers, motivational mentors, ecoconscious companies and exemplary organizations ready to support them in their role as a
leader of global change.
Triennial Global Peace Celebrations
The Triennial Global Peace Celebrations will be held every three years for 3 days, culminating
on International Peace Day. The main event will be organized by the International Youth

Council, and Regional Youth Councils across the globe will be putting on simultaneously
occurring celebrations. All of these events will be large-scale, zero waste events that are
designed to raise awareness for world peace by bringing humanity together for one shining
moment.
8
This will be much more than a celebration. It is an event to demonstrate to humanity our
potential when we channel our collective energy to benefit the planet by building a thriving
model of sustainable and innovative creation. Organizers and volunteers will be building
permanent installations prior to and during these events that will be a lasting gift to humanity.
These offerings will help educate people, inspire transformation, or provide innovative
solutions to some of the world’s most pressing issues.
Coming Full Circle
There is nothing that brings us more fulfillment than discovering our passions and offering it as
a gift in service to life. When we give of ourselves through service, we experience the
expansion of our hearts and minds and change lives for the better. When young people
experience this, especially in groups with their peers, a great awakening occurs. They open
doors to the infinite potential to create a world that thrives; to a world that gives, serves and
loves one another.
This is the space where peace resides. Thank you for joining us on this journey.
Sincerely Yours, The GEM Team
FINANCIALS
SEED: $250,000
PROJECT: $1,500,000
GLOBAL: $10,000,000

[return to projects list]

Silbury/The One Hub
http://issuu.com/sciencetosage/docs/the_big_idea
IDEALS ENVISAGED

The Silbury, The One Hubʼs mission is to
demonstrate innovative leadership and create
a paradigm shift in education. The vision has
vital components: a new educational model,
with a broadcasting facility, a resource center
within a mall for literacy.
As we evolve as a global community we need to take
huge leaps with will, wisdom and vision to advance a
framework for education that will fosters a world of
understanding, while honouring our childrenʼs innate
creatively, imagination and intelligence. Silbury has
planted the seed.
The Silbury, The One Hub educational model brings
a common sense approach to learning by bridging
the gap between academia and education by offering
real world experiential learning that is applicable and
relevant for today. The Silburyʼs envisioned resource
center will provide key information and services for
children, parents, teachers and educators, enabling
children to reach their fullest potential.
The Silbury goal is to ignite a passion for learning,
spark humanitarian values and develop students as
future thinkers, leaders and innovators for a
sustainable 21st century.
Silbury takes its inspiration from great creative minds

of the past like Leonardo Di Vinci and Benjamin
Franklin, which examined the innate wisdom of our
natural world, and saw our interconnectedness to the
web of life.
This understanding has Silbury focus on teaching
multiple and global perspectives: honouring each
unique contribution to the whole – one planet, one
people.
Likened to the Renaissance, Silbury integrates the
sciences with the arts and humanities, while fusing
the new frontiers of science and technology,
advancing innovative ideas and out of the box
thinking. Our mythology creates an enriched,
themed-based learning environment.
Connection of the heart and intellect is essential for a
compassionate world. Teaching the integrity of ones
word, along with EQ. Knowledge is nothing without
the wisdom.
Creativity is an integral and integrating force in any
process of change”, ... “ A healthy future will require
of us every bit of creativity we can muster.
- Matthew Gilbert, Editor-in-Chief of Shift Magazine

Imagine malls of literacy that incorporate a new educational model that is global, pluralist,
holistic, with leading edge science. Envision this all under one roof - a school, art and science
labs along with a performing arts centre, private tutoring, apprenticeship, day care, family
counseling, stores, a children’s museum, cafes, a computer store with instructional zones, a
Discovery zone and synergistic remediation. Also integrate business and retail with local
community expertise, services and resources.
CORE ELEMENTS & GOALS

4 Wings of Silbury - Imagine a new model that is modular.

Educational Wing demonstrates innovative and collaborative leadership in education to
advance a learning blueprint that is global, holistic and theme-based. Creativity, imagination
and intelligence are the hallmark of every great society. Silbury’s goal is to ignite this “big
picture thinking” and activate the genius within. This innovative model/research facility will
transcend traditional lines of education and often the personal remediation required to unlock
full potential and passion.
A School for full time students which utilizes all the other wings. The other wings allow for
other learners to come for enrichment, enhancement, apprenticeships or remediation.
Virtual School best described as an educational broadcasting network with a wide variety of
educational programs and conferences designed to integrate, innovate, and disseminate
cutting edge information. Enrichment for all ages by facilitating workshops, seminars, and
conferences
Remediation & Healing Wing with a team of integrated specialists.
Retail and Business Wing that collaborates, integrates, and enhances education.
Arts and Science Wing that blends private and public enterprises…
CURRENT SITUATION FOR THIS CVAC, STRENGTH, THREATS
Silbury was established in 2005, now closed. To date, Silbury has proven the viability of an
innovative and collaborative program in education. We have created the seed for a new
blueprint that weaves a multiple of synergistic global perspectives within theme-based units.
This teaches a deeper understanding of our interconnectedness to the web of life. Silbury
focuses on creativity, imagination, inspiration and critical thinking. We also collaborated our
local community be it speciality businesses, experts and museums.
COLLABORATIONS
Collaboration

Through collaboration we will unfold an enriched-learning environment with a fusion of
inventors, breakthroughs, instructors, business expert, international and community vendors.
There will be a profit centre for commerce and exchange. A lab/education facility with
broadcasting capacity and a dynamic spiraling curriculum for all ages on-line. The focus will be
cutting edge new sciences, creativity, sustainability, and innovation.
Silbury, The One Hub, is the perfect free market vehicle for social change in the area of
education, new business models, innovation and remediation. Stepping out of the box will
enable us to deal with the inequity and obstacles to learning which so many suffer from.
VALUE BEING RETURNED TO THE PEOPLE
Vision - to invite and integrate global interaction and international expertise to collaborate in
bringing about pattern-breaking sustainable changes within societies.
Goal - to activate the genius and creator within. To teach sustainable 21st century
consciousness. To teach and enable creativity, imagination and innovation as the hallmark of
every great society. To transcend traditional limitations in education, remediation and
sustainable advancement.
HOW TO GET THERE
Links & Network
• Educational programming, both in class and online
• Links to likeminded facilitators and international speakers
• Links to likeminded educational institutions
• Links to healing networks
• Links to media
• Lectures, conferences, workshop with local and international authors, scientist and educators
live and on-line
• Network of conscious living resources and products
• DVD, CDʼs, digital media

• On-line shopping - books, materials etc.
• “U-Neek Geek Shop” full of innovative toys, LEGO, robotics, and science kits
• Affiliations with book stores in the area of education, mental health, consciousness, and
science
• Commerce connects for organic products
• Commerce of innovative technologies and products
FINANCIALS
SEED: 5,000,000
PROJECT: 150,000,000
GLOBAL REPLICATION: 600,000,000

CONTACT: Michael Waters (see GLC-Bios)

